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Abstract
Emails is a significant threat vector because it is one of the means for performing phishing attacks and delivering
malicious code. Consequently, it is important for organizations to implement an anti-spoofing mechanisms. As
opposed to the anti-spam tools, that are primarily rule and pattern based, the DMARC technology provide an
excellent protection against email spoofing.
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"If I have seen further, it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants"
-Sir Isaac Newton
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1. Overview
The email is most widely used communication channel. It is also a prominent attack vector through
which the cyber criminals target organizations (49% of the malware was installed via malicious
email). It is therefore important for organizations to have an understanding on how their email
domain is used, i.e. how many emails are being sent out to their customers by them and by their
partners, how many targeted attacks have been made and put protective measures to prevent email
abuse and stop spoofing.

When email was invented back in 1971, security was not one of the top concerns and consequently
there exists many security loopholes in the email protocols. Needless to say that we require
mechanisms to secure emails and guard against its misuse. One of the key security feature missing in
email protocols has been that it has been difficult to guarantee the authenticity of the sender. It is
relatively easy to send spoofed emails using the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). The Email
application uses several protocols. These protocols are shown in the diagram below. To maintain the
confidentiality of the messages each of the traffic between communication endpoints must be
encrypted. The traffic between the Mail Transfer Agents (MTA) uses opportunistic encryption. If the
recipient MTA does not support encryption, then the message is routed over the Internet as
unencrypted data.

Figure-1: how email flows from a sender to a recipient

One of the mechanisms that was invented early in 2006 was the Sender Policy Framework (SPF) that
allowed explicitly authorization of the hosts that are allowed to use their domain names, and
mechanisms for a receiving host to check such authorization. Although, SPF provided means for
receivers to check whether the host sending the emails are authorized or not, it has limitations when
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forwarders are used. Furthermore, it did not include any mechanism to ensure integrity of the email
message. While the emails could originate from an explicitly authorized host, the message could be
tampered. To provide this integrity assurance, DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) was invented,
which permits a person, role, or organization that owns the domain to claim some responsibility for
a message by associating the domain with the message. This is achieved through signing of
outbound email messages. The emails are validated through a cryptographic signature and by
querying the signer's domain directly to retrieve the appropriate public key.

While SPF provided host authenticity and DKIM provided mechanisms for checking message
integrity, the organizations needed to specify policy that recipients should follow in processing the
emails, also a need for feedback mechanisms was felt. This is where DMARC comes in and builds on
top of SPF and DKIM. DMARC, which stands for “Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting
& Conformance”, is an email authentication, policy, and reporting protocol. It builds on the widely
deployed SPF and DKIM protocols, adding linkage to the author (“From:”) domain name, published
policies for recipient handling of authentication failures, and reporting from receivers to senders, to
improve and monitor protection of the domain from fraudulent email.

DMARC specifications when implemented appropriately would enable organizations to reduce spam
and phishing emails sent to their customers and employees from unauthorized senders and
domains. It would enable fraud protection, simplified email delivery and domain reputation. In
addition, it will also benefit the domain management and compliance functions of the organization.

1.1 Scope of the Document
This document provides a step by step process for implementing DMARC. It describes various
terminologies about DMARC, how DMARC works and how you can improve overall email security in
your organization using DMARC.
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1.2 Terms and Definitions

Email

Email spoofing is the creation of email messages with a forged sender address.

Spoofing

Because the core email protocols do not have any mechanism for authentication, it is
common for spam and phishing emails to use such spoofing to mislead the recipient
about the origin of the message

Anti-

Anti-phishing technologies attempt to identify phishing content contained in website

Phishing

and e-mail and block the content, usually with a warning to the user. This may be
implemented using:
1. Website blocking: A combination of threat intel feed that may block
blacklisted sites through tweaking proxy configurations.
2. Inbound email scanning: This could be based on keywords implemented on
the email gateways to quarantine such email messages. The email gateways
may perform scanning of the email attachments for malwares and quarantine
such emails.

Anti-

Anti-spam refers to any software, hardware or process that is used to block

Spam

unsolicited spam emails from delivery to the end users inbox either through
quarantine or diverting them to junk folder. The anti-spam measures are rule based
and consequently don’t offer a complete solution to the spam problem. There is
usually a trade-offs between incorrectly rejecting legitimate email (false positives) and
not rejecting all spams (false negatives). More modern means are employing AI based
capabilities to detect and block spams. The anti-spam measures are usually
implemented in the email gateway and not on the email server.

Anti-

When fake emails are sent from your organisation's domains it is called email

Spoofing

spoofing. The SPF, DKIM and DMARC technologies are anti-spoofing mechanisms to
prevent such misuse of the email domain by cyber criminals.

Attack

An attack vector is a path or means which may be utilized by a hacker to deliver a

Vector

payload or malicious software or gain access to protected system. Attack vectors
enable hackers to exploit system vulnerabilities and human weakness.

DKIM

DomainKeys Identified Mail
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A mechanism to ensure that legitimate message came from the valid sender domain
by verifying the authenticity of the sender domain using the cryptographic digital
signature and also allows to maintain the integrity of message during transit.

DMARC

Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance
A mechanism to implement the email security measures to detect and prevent email
spoofing by configuring an email authentication, policy, and reporting protocol. In this
process, (i) SPF policies define the set of authorized mail server who is authorized to
send the message on behalf of an organization, (ii) DKIM defines the authentication
mechanism to verify a message was sent from a legitimate user of an email address,
and (iii) Reporting protocol notifies to the sender domain of how many legitimate
messages are being sent that can’t be authenticated or even the scope of the
fraudulent emails that are spoofing the sender’s domain.

DNS

Domain Name Service System
The DNS is a fundamental principle of security in which configuring a distributed
directory that resolves domain hostnames into IP addresses. DNS is also a directory of
crucial information about domain names, such as email servers (MX records) and
sending verification (DKIM, SPF, DMARC), TXT record verification of domain
ownership, and even SSH fingerprints (SSHFP).

Email

The email gateways is a product that sits on the Internet and acts as the first

Gateway

checkpoint to ensure that malicious or spam emails are filtered even before they are
delivered to the email server. They implement anti-spam, anti-phishing and
sometimes also anti-spoofing measures. The DMARC processing on the inbound
emails may be performed on the Email Gateway. This should be done only if the email
gateways are also capable of generating the RUA report. A DMARC compliant Email
Gateway will insert DMARC validation headers and collect statistics for generating the
DMARC RUA report.

Email

The email servers stores all the incoming emails, they provide authentication and

Server

authorization for the users to access their emails via one of the standards IMAP4 or
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POP3 protocol. They support setting up of transport rules that can be used to validate
and customize the emails as they are received. The email server may support plugins
and scripting to support inbound DMARC processing. The Email Servers should have
access to the DNS queries for verification and validation capabilities specifically the
ones related to DMARC.
MDA

Mail Delivery Agent
A process that supports protocols for MUA to retrieve the email messages.

MSA

Mail Submission Agent
A process that conforms to specification defined in [RFC-6409]. An MSA acts as a
submission server to accept messages from MUAs, and it either delivers them or acts
as an SMTP client to relay them to an MTA.

MUA

Mail User Agent
A process that acts (often on behalf of a user and with a user interface) to compose
and submit new messages, and to process delivered messages.

MTA

Mail Transfer Agent
A process that conforms to [RFC-5321]. An MTA acts as an SMTP server to accept
messages from an MSA or another MTA, and it either delivers them or acts as an
SMTP client to relay them to another MTA.

RUF

Reporting URI(s) for failure data
Addresses to which message-specific forensic information is to be reported

RUA

Reporting URI(s) for aggregate data
Addresses to which aggregate feedback is to be sent.

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Application level protocol enables end-to-end message delivery.

SPF

Sender Policy Framework
In SPF, a domain owner can publish a record that contains IP address(es) that are
authorized to send mail on behalf of the domain.
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2. Prerequisite

Required Access to the DNS registration account or management function of your organization.
The SPF, DKIM and DMARC processing policies are advertised via the DNS records.
Required Access to the Email Gateway / Email server configurations.
Required Implement SPF, DKIM and DMARC processing in the receiver/exchange server. Please
refer to the email receiver’s/provider’s documentation for enabling DMARC, DKIM and
SPF.
Optional

Partnership with value added vendors
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3. DMARC Implementation Process
DMARC implementation is a multi-step process.
1. Inbound Emails: Check the incoming emails and perform validation based on the published
policies of the sender domain. This can be done by enabling DMARC validation on the
incoming emails and processing the RUA (Reporting URI(s) for Aggregate Data) reporting
sent by the DMARC enabled recipient domains.
2. Outbound Emails: In this step, the organization publishes email processing policies that
recipients should use. These policies are published as DNS records. The details of what needs
to be put in the DNS records are defined in the SPF, DKIM and DMARC RFC [See section 5].

Figure-2: DMARC Implementation
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Overall the entire DMARC implementation should be treated as a project and can be implemented in
the phased approach. The following diagram shows a complete configuration after DMARC
implementation:

Figure-3: DMARC Implementation roadmap

Once DMARC policies are configured, any DMARC compliant receiver that receives emails from the
sender domain should start generating aggregate and forensic reports and start sending to the email
address specified in “RUA” and “RUF” DMARC configuration. This feedback is what provide proper
deployment, email governance and metrics.
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4. Inbound Emails: Perform DMARC Validation
This incoming email processing can happen either on the Email Gateway or the Email Server.

Figure-4: Email server and gateway architecture

For organizations that are using an external email service provider, they may want to ensure that
their email service provider supports DMARC processing on the inbound emails.

The following diagram shows the general DMARC validation steps:
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Figure-5: DMARC validation steps

4.1 DMARC Policy Validation on Incoming Emails
Setting up DMARC validation check on incoming emails is a 4 step approach:
1. Enable Incoming Mail Check for DMARC from the DMARC Settings Page
2. Configure Gateway to send Failure Aggregate reports (RUA) to the sender’s who have setup
DMARC DNS Record and have specified RUA reporting address in the RUA field.
3. Take action for incoming mail which failed DMARC either as per the sender domain policy or
as per receiver organization policy which would override the sender policy.
4. Send Notifications to the receivers whose mails have failed DMARC Check and have been
quarantined with an option to retrieve the mail via approved process

4.1.1 Enable Incoming Mail Check for DMARC
There should be an option / Check the box to enable “Domain-based Message Authentication,
Reporting & Conformance (DMARC)” check in your Messaging Gateway.

Figure-6: Symantec Gateway Sender Authentication screen
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This incoming email check can happen either on the Email Gateway or the Email Server (henceforth
referred to as MDA). Once enabled, the incoming emails are validated based on the DMARC Policy
published by the sender domain. For DMARC incoming check to work, the sender domain must have
also configured DMARC by publishing the SPF/ DKIM and DMARC records in their DNS configuration.



DMARC policy validation: The server checks the DNS DMARC record of the domain from
which the email has been sent. For e.g., if the email has been sent by
“person@sender.com”, the “sender.com” DMARC DNS records are looked up by the
recipient MDA to process the email based on sender’s configured policy. This requires 3 DNS
queries:



o

DMARC TXT record query

o

SPF TXT record query

o

DKIM TXT record query

DMARC headers update: Once the policy validation has been completed, the MDA inserts
DMARC validation result in the email header. The MUA is expected to provide clear visual
clues to recipient user about the DMARC result.



DMARC RUF report generation: If the DMARC check has failed, a redacted email should be
sent back to the RUF email specified in the “_dmarc.sender.com” DMARC TXT record.



Aggregation: The MDA aggregates the status of the DMARC processing and generate RUA
report that is periodically (generally on a daily basis) sent back to the RUA email address
specified in the “_dmarc.sender.com” DMARC TXT record.
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The processing of DMARC report provides the following information from different configured
components as shown in Table 1.

DMARC Aggregate
Report ( RUA)

DMARC Forensic
Report (RUF)

Email Headers

Miscellaneous









Reporting
organization

Source IP
address

DKIM configuration ( from

Path of message

DNS data)



SPF, DKIM result



Report id



From address



Date range



Mail from



SPAM scores



Source IP of

address



Various test



DKIM, SPF result



Message volume





(hops)

Original

results ( Anti-

envelope id

virus, Anti-spam)

Time of received



Current DMARC, SPF,

reporter

name

message



Source IP of



Previous configurations of
DMARC, SPF, and DKIM



Third party sources (
SPAM blacklists)



Incoming reports

Mail from address

message at
receiver


Subject line of
message

4.1.2 Configure Gateway to send Failure Aggregate reports
It is important for a sender to know if someone is spoofing their domain and sending emails to your
organization. DMARC provides option for generating RUA report, which is an aggregate report that
indicates the source IP of the mail, DMARC validation result and count (sum) of all mails which has
from header as the sender domain. The reports are generated periodically and sent to the sender’s
RUA email address in an xml format. Note that, No message content is shared in the RUA Report.
Your Messaging Gateways should support generation of RUA report. Usually the solution providers
provide configurable DMARC reporting option.
You need to provide a valid and existing Email ID for the reports to be sent from. It is advised to
create a new generic email ID which should be used for sending these reports.
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4.1.3 Setup DMARC Failure Actions for Incoming mails
Once the DMARC validation checks are enabled, the incoming mails are validated based on the
sender’s DMARC policy and action are taken as per the published policy of the sender domain.
DMARC supports 3 policies namely Monitoring, Quarantine and Reject. The policy implications are
given below -

1. Monitoring - If the sender domain has configured DMARC in monitoring mode, the incoming
mails from the sender domain must be validated but no action must be taken on the mails
which fail DMARC.
2. Quarantine - If the sender domain has configured DMARC in monitoring mode the incoming
mails from the sender domain must be validated and the mails which fail the DMARC check
must be quarantined.
3. Reject - If the sender domain has configured DMARC in reject mode, the incoming mails
from the sender domain must be validated and the mails which fail the DMARC check must
be Rejected/ Blocked/ Dropped.
DMARC allows for overriding the above behaviours by setting up local DMARC actions. Email
Gateway would mostly have direct dropdown settings to override the default behaviours. The
advised setup is as given below –

Sender DMARC Mode

Default Policy if mail fails DMARC Check

Monitoring ( p=none )

No Action to be taken, deliver mail normally

Quarantine (p=quarantine)

Quarantine the mail. Deliver in spam / junk box if any.

Reject (p=reject)

Reject the mail. Do not deliver to the recipient

Note - The suggested Action for the policy “Sender Authentication: DMARC, SPF, Sender ID Failure:
Delete” may override any policy set for SPF Failure. In scenarios where another SPF policy is defined,
it is advised to create a new policy only for DMARC Failure: Delete and apply the advised settings
there instead of the default Content Filtering Policy.
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4.1.4 Send Notifications to Receivers
The receivers should receive a notification mail informing them about the message being
quarantined or rejected and the process to retrieve the mail if required. This notification should only
be received by the intended receiver of the mail which failed DMARC check and only if the email was
quarantined.
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4.2 Configure the Mail Transfer Agents for better visual indicators
Email Gateway may also be configured to add labels and indicators to identify DMARC failures and
highlight these to recipients.

Figure-7: better visual indicators on email transfer agents
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5. Publish DMARC Policy for Outbound Emails
5.1 Phasing the implementation
The implementation should follow the following process to build the governance without risking the
email operation.

Figure-8: DMARC policies for outgoing email



Setup the observe mode: This mode does not protect your organization’s email domain
from phishing attack, but it will help identify the domains which are sending the emails on
behalf of your organization. Out of this list of domains, you will need to identify the domains
which are authorized to send emails on your organization’s behalf and create a whitelist.



Setup the quarantine mode: The next step is to step up the security and change the policy
so emails being sent from domain/IP not specified in your whitelist are flagged by the
receivers. Some receivers would start delivering such emails to the spam folder.



Setup the reject mode: When this mode is turned on then the emails being sent from
domains which are not in the whitelist starts getting rejected and are not delivered to the
recipient.
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5.1.1 Implementing SPF
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) is a simple email-validation system designed to detect email spoofing
by providing a mechanism to allow receiving mail exchangers to check that incoming mail from a
domain comes from a host authorized by that domain's administrators.

Compliance with SPF consists of three loosely related tasks:


Publish a policy through the DNS record: Domains and hosts identify the machines
authorized to send email on their behalf. They do this by adding additional records to their
existing DNS information: every domain name or host that has an A record or MX record
should have an SPF record specifying the policy if it is used either in an email address or as
HELO/EHLO argument. Hosts which do not send mail should have an SPF record published
which indicate such ("v=spf1 -all"). It is highly recommended to validate the SPF record using
record testing tools.



Check and use SPF information on the email server: Receivers use ordinary DNS queries,
which are typically cached to enhance performance. Receivers then interpret the SPF
information as specified and act upon the result.



Review and Revise mail forwarding on the MTA or exchange server.

Implement SPF policy in the following stages
1. Observe mode - “?all”
2. SOFTFAIL mode “~all” - messages which are not from the listed domain are tagged
3. FAIL model “-all” - messages that don’t match the domains listed in the SPF TXT record are
rejected

A list of all IP addresses, domain addresses that send emails on behalf of the organizations is
required for proper configuration of the SPF policy. There are eight mechanisms defined to configure
these authorized list and SPF policy. The following table lists these policy reference mechanisms.

A

If the domain name has an address record (A or AAAA) that can be resolved to the
sender's address, it will match

IP4

If the sender is in a given IPv4 address range, match.

IP6

If the sender is in a given IPv6 address range, match.
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MX

If the domain name has an MX record resolving to the sender's address, it will match
(i.e. the mail comes from one of the domain's incoming mail servers).

PTR

Deprecated

EXISTS

If the given domain name resolves to any address, match (no matter the address it
resolves to). This is rarely used. Along with the SPF macro language it offers more
complex matches like DNSBL-queries.

INCLUDE References the policy of another domain. If that domain's policy passes, this
mechanism passes. However, if the included policy fails, processing continues. To fully
delegate to another domain's policy, the redirect extension must be used.
ALL

for all IPs not matched by prior mechanisms

If SPF is implemented by itself without DMARC, there is no feedback mechanism to determine if all
domains and all IPs are covered. Without this feedback mechanism implementing a FAIL mechanism
will be very difficult. The Aggregate Report feedback mechanism in DMARC enables comprehensive
visibility of the domains and IP sending emails on behalf of the organization thus helps in building
this whitelist required for the SPF configuration.

5.1.2 Implementing DKIM
The DKIM configuration is more involved than SPF and DMARC because it requires a PKI
infrastructure setup so an outgoing email server can sign the emails and the receiver email server
can verify the signature. The public key for signing the outbound emails is maintained in the DNS
DKIM TXT record.

The outgoing server uses the private key to sign the emails. DKIM supports multiple outgoing
servers. For this DKIM uses a concept of selector. An email domain may define more than one
selector. Each selector maps to a unique PKI. This enables multiple senders, each of which is sending
emails on behalf of the organization to sign emails through different selector. Thus DKIM
implementation may have more than one DNS DKIM TXT record.

DNS queries don’t support subdomain tree walking. Thus these selectors have to be known in
advance if an external tool needs to validate whether DKIM is implemented for a domain or not.
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5.2 DNS Record Configuration
DMARC implementation for the domain “example.com” is shown below in the example. The SPF,
DKIM and DMARC are implemented as DNS TXT records. Once the setup is complete, these following
records will be present in the DNS configuration of the organization.

SPF

example.com

v=spf1 mx a include:example.com
include:mail.example.com ~all

DKIM

mail._domainkey.example.com

v=DKIM1; k=rsa;
p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQ

Variables:

KBgQDLgog6nmDTTj40GuIFRHzu2LzOON8rP07jq

Selector: mail

/XM3E6nuMBREGVqbQ7d9r3uImMLYjrNOZy1IJA

Domain: example.com

o9TeZGYcUhrdFf6PaeHWEotHPu9YgEZfcsC1hqpb
2tDE7RM1Cr/eDKGOe6HOJk/Yda/xwT4wxkEB2LL
MwDH+5O29qOrfBuhTL9QIDAQAB

DMARC

_dmarc.example.com

v=DMARC1; p=none;
rua=mailto:rua@example.com,mailto:rua.rebit@
progist.in;ruf=mailto:ruf@example.com,mailto:r
uf.rebit@progist.in;

In addition, the MX records defines the mailbox/exchange server to which the MTA (Mail Transfer
Agents) forward the emails.

5.2.1 SPF DNS Configurations
The first portion of the policy is to define the incoming mail servers records (MX records) of the
domain that are authorized to send mail for that domain.

In the example shown below we take the “example.com” domain for SPF implementation.

The first thing is to determine the email handling policy that the email receivers should use. There
are four options that are available:
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Fail or “-all” means only the domain’s mail servers (and those in the ‘a’ and ‘include’
sections) are allowed to send mail for the domain. All others are prohibited.</li>



Soft Fail or “~all” means only the domain’s mail servers (and those in the ‘a’ and ‘include’
sections) are allowed to send mail for the domain, but it is in transition. All other are
prohibited.</li>



Neutral or “?all” means explicitly that nothing can be said about validity.



Allow All or “+all” means that any host can send mail for the domain. This should never be
used

If an organization has registered a domain that is not used for sending emails, it can implement the
following SPF TXT record to prevent domain misuse.

TXT example.com v=SPF1 -all

This will prevent any emails from being sent using this domain.

If the domain is being used to send emails, the first thing is to add the MX record. The list below
contains the DNS records for the mail servers (MX record) associated with ReBIT.

MX mail.example.com

For the authoritative mail servers you would need the tag ‘mx’ to be added to the SPF policy. If only
your mail server is authorized to send emails for the domain, then this mx record can be included in
the SPF configuration, for e.g.:

TXT example.com v=SPF1 mx -all

There is a possibility that not all the organization mail servers are defined in the organization’s DNS
records. For example, the test servers or applications with built-in mail systems. In this case, add the
additional server domains or IP addresses. This should only be used if there are other internal
systems, other than the mail servers, authorized to send mail for the domain. In our example below,
we have added the IP address of RBI mail servers (125.18.33.229).
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If systems are added, then you would need to add the ‘a’ tag to the SPF policy.

In case there are any external domains that may deliver or relay mail for your organization, then add
the 'include 'tag of the SPF Policy. This should only be used if an external domain is trusted to send
mail message for your organization’s domain. For example, Customer Relations Management
System, Cloud Mail Provider (Google, Office 365, Yahoo!), or Cloud Security Provider.

Please note: If you are using a Cloud Service Provider, you must work with them for the appropriate
value for this setting. (in our example, Google IP address has been added)

It is recommended to use Soft Fail (~all). This will mark mail as non-compliant if it does not meet the
defined criteria. Below is the SPF TXT record which must be created on the DNS server for the
configuration specified previously.

example.com. IN TXT "v=spf1 mx a:125.18.33.229 include:64.233.168.27 ~all"

If you have your own DNS server, then please create TXT records for the above SPF policy. If you are
using a third party DNS provider, then please follow their instructions for creating a TXT record.

There are some online tools that can be used to generate SPF records, such as:


https://www.dynu.com/NetworkTools/SPFGenerator



https://mxtoolbox.com/TXTLookup.aspx
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5.2.2 DKIM DNS Configurations
The following table describes the parameters used in the DKIM configuration. The details of these
parameters can be found in the DKIM RFC.

Tag
Name

v

t

k

Purpose

Sample

Protocol Version

DKIM1

t = flags (y means domain
is testing DKIM)
k = cryptographic
algorithm

t=y

k=rsa

p=AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAABAQDqUvun
WmIt51xKx4TKSAwhHFhQ1wG2XUzU4OUzvSH46U
zQ/yqDzXnKrTQnbFTTHNNsCZ5jagQz79qWpFC9KQ
xz+o9D8bCHb6JsPjWmGDhb6ydiIgqD2EiWttrv4P5
p

p = public key

WPIVZPx1UHQAXhNSFGG8GSPRU3nWkIqrlRfXo4p
AscNr9aVoCv/bnykSkkdq2ywN8J5QyvkdIH7iXbVgc
EAwyR2Q+AX3yZqactXDkl7MhsVzXeUUZrZYXbC8fN
QIwBLC91lqix9DQGYs9mDXt43ap0Gyj5m0ZsQpfPR
v2sDItqYFj/jqMJyUrouj9T5mYmNCnvg6dVyhJqTbO
5PWEpmZ06B7b
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5.2.3 DMARC DNS Configurations
Tag Name

Purpose

Sample

v

The first (v=DMARC1) and mandatory parameter specifies

v=DMARC1

the version of DMARC
p

The second parameter defines the policy that is to be adhered

p=none

by foreign domains. This parameter specifies what policy
should be applied when the message fails the DMARC check.
This value can be set to three options: none, quarantine or
reject.
-

If set to none, no actions should be taken.

-

When the policy is set to quarantine, the message should
not be discarded but put aside for later evaluation.

-

Lastly, when the policy is set to reject, the message
should be discarded.

sp

The sp parameter fulfils the same functionality as mentioned

sp=none

above also applied for sub domains.

Both when the DMARC check fails or succeeds, the domain owner can ask to receive reports. The
address to which these reports are to be sent is specified by the rua and ruf parameters.
rua

The rua specifies the email address to which aggregate reports

rua=mailto:aggrep@

must be sent. These reports contain aggregate authentication

example.com

results that are collected over a certain period of time.
ruf

The ruf parameter functions similarly for forensics reports.

ruf=mailto:authfail@

Forensic reports contain more specific details about emails

example.com

such as the subject line and email header information of the
evaluated email.
rf

The default value of this parameter is set to afrf
(Authentication Failure Reporting Format). Earlier drafts on
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DMARC also included the IODEF (Incident Object Description
Exchange Format) format as an option.

pct

Percentage of messages subjected to filtering

pct=100

ri

The ri parameter advertises the interval (in seconds) in which

ri=86400

the domain owner wishes to receive reports
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6. References
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6.4 Fine-tuning your DMARC/DKIM/SPF records
Implementing SPF and DKIM requires publishing new DNS records and making configuration changes
to your technology stack - consult the documentation for your email sending service or software for
details. Here are the relevant documentation links for some of the more common methods of
sending email.

6.4.1 Transactional Email Services
Transaction emails are sent programmatically in response to actions on a website or application. If
your site makes use of transactional email (during sign-ups or password resets, for example) you
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need to ensure you are sending authenticated mails. Here’s how to set up authenticated emails in
the leading transactional email services.
1. Amazon Simple Email Service,

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/ses/latest/DeveloperGuide/authentication.html, (Last
accessed: December 10, 2018)
2. Mailgun, https://documentation.mailgun.com/en/latest/quickstart-sending.html, (Last

accessed: December 10, 2018)
3. Mailjet,

https://www.mailjet.com/docs/spf-dkim-guide, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
4. Mandrill, https://mandrill.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/205582267-About-SPF-and-DKIM,

(Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
5. Pepipost,

https://docs.pepipost.com/, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
6. Postmark,

https://postmarkapp.com/guides/dkim, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
7. SendGrid, https://sendgrid.com/blog/a-dkim-faq/, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
8. SendinBlue, https://help.sendinblue.com/hc/en-us/articles/209577385-Understand-SPF-

DKIM-and-DMARC-protocols, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)

6.4.2 Email Marketing Services
Email marketing services allow bulk-sending of emails to targeted mailing lists. If your sales and
marketing staff make use of this kind of service, you need to ensure they are sending authenticated
mails.
1. ActiveCampaign, https://help.activecampaign.com/hc/en-us/articles/206903370-DKIM-SPF-

and-DMARC, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
2. AWeber,

http://docs.aweber-static.com/pdfs/deliverability.pdf, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
3. Benchmark, https://www.benchmarkemail.com/resources/email-marketing-articles/email-

authentication, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
4. MailChimp, https://mailchimp.com/help/set-up-custom-domain-authentication-dkim-and-

spf , (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
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6.4.3 Mail Transfer Agents
If you organization hosts its own email servers, your system administrators will be making use of
“Mail Transfer Agent” software. The most common MTAs are Microsoft Exchange (on Windows) and
SendMail/Postfix (on Linux). Here’s how to implement authenticated email on those platforms:
1. Microsoft Exchange, https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/fasttracktips/2016/07/16/spf-

dkim-dmarc-and-exchange-online/, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
2. SendMail,

https://philio.me/setting-up-dkim-with-sendmail-on-ubuntu-14-04/, (Last accessed:
December 10, 2018)
3. Postfix,

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Postfix/DKIM, (Last accessed: December 10, 2018)
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7. Appendix-A: Email Services Protocol and Ports
The following diagram shows the possible configurations for clients to access email services. The
unencrypted channels should not be used.

Figure-9 Email services and ports

The SMTP server and the Email server requires access to the DNS service port 53/UDP and 53/TCP to
perform name resolution.
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Inbound
Option-1: Mail Client to Email Server

Protocol/Method

IMAP4

Mail server

mail.example.com

IMAP Port

993

IMAP Security

TLS

Option-2: Mail Client to Email Server
Protocol/Method

POP3

Mail server

mail.example.com

Port

995

Security

TLS

Option-3: Webmail
Protocol/Method

HTTPS

Port

443

Outbound
Protocol/Method

SMTP

SMTP server

smtp.example.com

SMTP Port

587

SMTP Security

STARTTLS

Username:

Your whole email address or user id.

Password:

Your mail password.
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8. Appendix-B: Email Solution Providers
Mail Transfer Agent

Email Gateways

DMARC Solution Providers

The most common

A DMARC compliant Email

The RUA reports are generated as

MTAs are Microsoft

Gateway will enable

XML files and delivered to one or

Exchange (on

processing of the DMARC

more specified email addresses in

Windows) and

policies on the inbound

the DMARC record. The parsing of

SendMail/Postfix (on

emails. Often organizations

the XML, monitoring of the emails

Linux).

implement the DMARC

and generating dashboards and

inbound processing on the

reports are some of the tasks that

Email Gateways. Examples of

can be simplified using tools and

Email Gateways are:

service offering from the DMARC
solution providers.

Cisco IronPort
Symantec Messaging
Gateway

Organizations might want to ensure that their product and solution providers can support DMARC.
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